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using this search, you are agreeing to our Terms of Use.

Licensee
Name: BEN'S KOSHER DELI License Number: SEA6019269

Rank: Seating License Expiration Date: 12/01/2021

Primary Status: Current Secondary Status: Active

Location Address:
9942 CLINT MOORE RD
BOCA RATON, FL 33496

Inspection Information
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Result
High
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Violations
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Basic
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Routine -
Food

11/04/2020
Met Inspection Standards

During This Visit
More information about inspections.

3 5 3

Violations:
A summary of the violations found during the inspection are listed below. The department cites
violations of Florida's sanitation and safety laws, which are based on the standards of U.S. Food and
Drug Administration's Food Code. High Priority violations are those which could contribute directly to a
foodborne illness or injury and include items such as cooking, reheating, cooling and hand-washing.
Intermediate violations are those which, if not addressed, could lead to risk factors that contribute to
foodborne illness or injury. These violations include personnel training, documentation or record
keeping and labeling. Basic violations are those which are considered best practices to implement.
While most establishments correct all violations in a timely manner (often during the inspection), the
division's procedures are designed to compel compliance with all violations through follow-up visits,
administration action or closure when necessary.
Violation   Observation

02D-03-
4   

Basic - Label on a food item prepared and packaged onsite for customer self-service does
not include product identity/description, date product was packaged and name and address
of the establishment that prepared and packaged the food...missing product nabe and
expiration date.

08B-12-
5   

Basic - Stored food not covered....beef fat at walk in freezer . Employee covered it up.
**Corrected On-Site** **Repeat Violation**

02D-01-
5   

Basic - Working containers of food removed from original container not identified by
common name....water spray bottle. Employee labeled it. **Corrected On-Site**

03A-04-
4

  
High Priority - Shell eggs held at room temperature with an ambient air temperature
greater than 45 degrees Fahrenheit at kitchen being held less than four hours . Employee
ice down on food. **Corrective Action Taken** **Repeat Violation**

01B-14-
4   

High Priority - Shell eggs in use or stored with cracks or broken shells at prep station
.employee discarded eggs. **Corrected On-Site**

03B-01-
6

  
High Priority - Time/temperature control for safety food hot held at less than 135 degrees
Fahrenheit or above...potato knish 124° at front grill station being held less than four
hours. Employee time marked on food. **Corrective Action Taken** **Repeat Violation**

31A-13-
4   

Intermediate - Employee used handwash sink as a dump sink...dumped ice in handwashing
sink at server station. Discussed with manager. **Corrected On-Site**
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31A-02-
4   

Intermediate - Handwash sink not accessible for employee use due to being blocked by big
pans at dishwashing area. Employee moved those pans. **Corrected On-Site**

31A-11-
4   

Intermediate - Handwash sink used for purposes other than handwashing....some food
evidence in handwashing sink at kitchen. Discussed with manager. **Corrected On-Site**

02C-04-
5

  

Intermediate - Operator is not properly tracking/marking the number of days ready-to-eat,
time/temperature control for safety food prepared onsite was held at refrigeration
temperatures prior to freezing in order to properly date mark the food when it is thawed
and held at refrigeration temperatures again....stuffed cabbage, mini knishes, franks and
jackets , beef fat in walk in freezer . Employee date marked food. **Corrected On-Site**

02C-02-
5   

Intermediate - Ready-to-eat, time/temperature control for safety food prepared onsite and
held more than 24 hours not properly date marked....pasta, chicken stock , knish, roast
chicken etc. not date marked at walk in cooler and reach in cooler. Discussed with
manager. **Corrected On-Site** **Repeat Violation**
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